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California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) decision makers in attendance, please be advised we will be discussing substantive issues in open proceedings 
pending before the CPUC.  If you wish to stay and listen, please let us know you are here so we can file an ex parte notice.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paraphrased Request from Sarah Friedman of Sierra Club:A committee organizes Metropolitan Water Districts  'water dialogue‘ monthly lunchtime presentations for MWD staff, DWP staff and to an extent, MWDs member agencies, with some members of the public. The July meeting is on the 'energy water nexus', and ways water agencies can address issues around the duck curve. It would be great to have someone from SCE present on  the preferred resource pilot, and ways that storage could address the duck curve. The presentation will probably be ten minutes and most of the audience will be water people, not energy people so they've mostly only heard the term 'duck curve' (I'm also looking for someone to explain what it is). Any chance someone at SCE would want to present on  the PRP or duck curve?



Objective 

• Provide an overview of the duck curve and the 
implications to system operators and 
customers. 
 

• Provide an overview of how energy storage and 
other distributed energy resources (DERs) may 
affect customers and contribute to California’s 
low carbon future. 
 



What is the Duck Curve and Why Does it Matter? 
California’s electrical system load will vary based on the contribution from intermittent 
generation such as solar and wind.  

System operators must 
manage: 
• Short, steep ramps 
• Oversupply risk 
• Decreased 

frequency response 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANIMATED SLIDEAt the end of 2016, California had a total installed solar capacity of 18,919.8 MW, making it the highest solar power generating state in the nation.



Does the Duck Curve have Future Implications to  
Time-of-Use (TOU) Rates? 

California’s electrical system load peak is shifting to later in the day and will result in a change 
to the demand charges and time-of-use periods. 
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Traditional AG TOU:Summer Time-Of-Use Hours  - Begins June 1 and continues through October 1.Winter Time-Of-Use Hours - Begins October 1 and continues through June 1.TOU-PA-SOP:Summer Time-Of-Use Hours for TOU-PA-SOP Option 1: Begins July 1 and Continues until October 1Option 2: Begins June 1 and continues until September 1Winter Time-Of-Use Hours for TOU-PA-SOP Option 1: Begins October 1 and Continues until July 1Option 2: Begins September 1 and continues until June 1In addition to our traditional TOU rates for agricultural and pumping customers, we offer specially designed rate options for customers with significant operating hours and flexibility: the Time-Of-Use Agriculture and Pumping Super Off-Peak rate (TOU-PA-SOP).Unlike the traditional TOU rate, there is a shorter on-peak period and a shorter summer season. The winter season has two periods: off-peak from 6 a.m. to midnight and super off-peak from midnight to 6 a.m. The TOU-PA-SOP rates are designed to benefit agricultural and pumping customers who have high operating hours and can avoid the on-peak period entirely by shifting the entire operation to run only during the lower-cost super off-peak and off-peak time periods.Note: The lower off-peak rate applies on holidays. When any holiday falls on Sunday, the following Monday will be recognized as a holiday. Holidays are New Year’s Day, President’s Day, Memorial Day, Labor Day, Veteran’s Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas.When you use electricity is as important as how much you use. For most agricultural and pumping rate options, there are three different TOU periods: on-peak (highest energy cost), mid-peak (medium energy cost), and off-peak (lowest energy cost).The greatest demand on the grid is during on-peak periods. If you can shift energy use to off-peak or mid-peak times, you help reduce strain on the grid.



How Might Energy Storage Influence the Duck Curve? 

Generative Questions: 
 
1. What does your load shape 

look like? 
 

2. How might you use solar 
and energy storage to 
manage your demand and 
energy costs? 
 

3. How could a portfolio of 
distributed energy 
resources (DERs) optimize 
your energy usage? 

• The role of DERs in serving customer needs are rapidly changing.  
• Validating DER performance is vital to grid planning and operations. 
• SCE’s Preferred Resources Pilot’s (PRPs) seeks to confirm DER performance capabilities before SCE’s 

customers must rely on large quantities to meet their reliability needs.  

Energy storage may assist with ramping challenges and during periods of excess generation. 



SCE’s Preferred Resources Pilot (PRP) 
Ideal Real-World Test Location to Validate DER* Performance 
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PRP Region 

238 MW of expected load 
growth by 2022 
• Two substations – Johanna & 

Santiago 
• ~245,000 total customers 

Among most effective 
substation locations to 
site resources to meet 
Western LA Basin Local 
Capacity Requirements 

Region will be most affected 
by closure of SONGS and 
impending retirement of OTC 
plants if mitigation efforts in 
flight do not perform as 
expected 

Target region for testing 
DER high penetration and 
locational value – locations 
for the Distribution 
Resources Plan (DRP) 
Demo C & D 

Enables testing of high 
penetration of DERs by 
2020  

Urban to semi-urban region 
is representative of location to 
site DERs in lieu of gas-fired 
generation 

Peak is driven by 30,000 
non-residential customers 

* The PRP DERs are clean energy resources comprised of energy efficiency, demand response, solar, and energy storage.  The PRP was self-initiated in 2013, in 
advance of many current state-wide initiatives, and is informing SCE’s grid modernization efforts. 



SCE’s PRP DER Portfolio Depends on Customer Participation 

• 260 MW of DERs will be 
deployed to offset 
incremental load 
growth in the PRP 
Region. 

• Over two-thirds of the 
DERs are sited at 
customer facilities. 

• Participating customers 
are helping to inform 
reliable operation of the 
future grid. 
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PRP Region Demand and Acquired DER Portfolio 



The changing supply of 
energy to include more 
large scale renewable and 
distributed energy 
resources (DERs) will 
impact all customers. 

• SCE embraces the change in the energy supply mix and is taking actions to 
assure our grid is ready and DERs will serve our customers’ need (e.g., the 
PRP project). 

• SCE supports customers in their energy optimization activities, including 
their adoption of DERs. 

• Together we are advancing California’s low-carbon future. 
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